Group Commitment to Diversity

Purpose

The purpose of the Commitment to Diversity award is to recognize a student group that exemplifies a passion for and commitment to diversity.

Eligibility

Given to a student group that actively promotes or facilitates diversity related activism, communication or programming.

Suggested Writing Topics*

In writing a nomination for the Commitment to Diversity award, you may write about, but are not limited to, the topics listed below:

- What does this student group do to communicate about diversity related topics?
- What does this student group do to program around diversity related topics?
- Describe the student group’s leadership accomplishments.
- Describe the impact the student group has made on campus.
- Describe the student group’s level of commitment to their area of leadership.

*Remember that all of the suggested writing topics do not need to be answered. The suggested writing topics are here to help you write a strong nomination.